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"CRUISE" PROP OR "CLIMB" PROP? B;y Ralph D. Korngold (EAA 2208) 385 Wilton Avenue Palo Alto, California 94306



LLMOST INVARIABLY WHEN a new aircraft has been flown for the first time and the results summarized and published in our SPORT AVIATION, the builder winds up his article with the remark that the cruising speed observed was with a "climb" prop and that he expects much better performance with the installation



Finally comes the 0-200 with a further increase of 10 horsepower. How? With the propeller again, and a brand new nameplate. Now it's rated at 2750 rpm. Of course it's going to breathe more air, so they need a larger venturi. The Stromberg is as big as it will go, so they came up with the Marvel Shebler. In all fairness it must be mentioned



of a "cruise" prop.



that they did provide a couple of thru-bolts through the



So he buys another prop of coarser pitch, or has his old one "tweaked" for 20 bucks, and the next time he levels off at cruising altitude and the tachometer needle is brought up to the figure it read before, sure enough, he sees a higher indicated air speed. But what he fails to realize, unless he has a manifold pressure gauge, is that he now has a greater throttle opening and is pulling more power to get that same rpm. Concurrently, there is no way now his engine will turn at wide open throttle the rpm it did with the finer pitch prop. Hence the horsepower has been reduced, and take-off and climb suffer



crankcase to help hold everything together, and that's a good deal, and the latest cylinders are beefier. But basically the 0-200 is the same thing as the C-90. The cam also is different. Not better — just different. Is there no limit to this increase in horsepower through rpm? For all practical purposes it seems to be around 4000. The midget racers haven't scattered too many. Steve Wittman ran some tests many years ago to see just how fine he could go on the pitch. He found that a harmonic developed at 4100 which would break an exhaust valve. So he limited his rpm to 200 below the critical, and that was his racing speed. An illustration of this coarse and fine pitch selection: It's the first year of the Reno Races. Last day before the first heat. All the contestants have been here for days, unloading their trailers, assembling and adjusting their machines. All but S. J. Wittman. The shadows of the Sierras are lengthening across the field as the whine of Bonzo's engine is heard from the East. Witt circles once, lands, and taxies up to the hangar; shoves his old crate back in a corner and "heads for the showers". Oshkosh to Reno in one day has earned him a good night's sleep. Next morning he pulls his racing prop out of the fuselage behind the seat, and a tiny tailwheel from underneath it. He changes both, and is ready to go racing. "Why the change in propellers?" we wanted to know. His racing prop was pitched to limit his rpm to 3900 at the field elevation at Reno. Cruising level from Oshkosh was 15,000! It was pretty obvious even to us amateurs



proportionately.



But what the heck, most of our airports are situated down where the air is thick and usually cool, and runway lengths are seldom critical, and cruise or climb — you can't have it both ways. But sure you can, if you'll forget the manufacturer's limitations, and let that engine rev. You won't hurt it. Let's look at the 4 cylinder Continentals. PLAN spells horsepower. It is proportional to the Pressure developed in the cylinders, the Length of the stroke, the Area of all the piston heads, and the Number of revolutions per minute. To get an increase in horsepower, one or more of these factors has to be increased. Since the easiest one is the rpm, it's not surprising how often the factory has upped the horsepower of its product by the simple expedient of changing the nameplate and the main metering jet — and leaving the rest to the propeller manufacturer. The only difference between an A-65 and an A-75, aside from oil squirt holes in the con rods and a better exhaust valve, is the propeller. Not bigger or coarser pitch to absorb the greater hp, but smaller and finer pitch to let it rev up.



The only difference between a C-75 and a C-85 is a larger venturi, a larger metering jet, and a different nameplate. Again the prop maker did all the work. Now comes the jump from the C-85 to the C 90, and this time Continental actually did something. They increased the P and the L in the formula and came up with bigger horses. Now you could swing a bigger prop at the



same rpm, or leave the propeller alone and let the engine turn it faster, and this was O.K. even with Continental. They changed the nameplate again, and upped the maxi-



mum permissable rpm and gained a little more horsepower in so doing. 56 MARCH 1974



that racing prop wasn't going to work at all. At that alti-



tude he would have to shift into high pitch. So he used a propeller that would limit the rpm to 2900 on his stock C-85. After the competition was over, Steve switched back to his "cruise" prop for the trip home. Just as he was



ready to leave, an "exhibition" heat was scheduled by popular demand, and Steve was asked to participate. You could see that he wasn't too happy at this unexpected



development; he's a man who likes to plan ahead. "Will this propeller cut your speed too much, Steve?", an official asked. "Won't change it hardly at all," the Professor answered. "But on take-off I'll be back there in the middle of the pack, and I sure don't look forward to that!!"
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